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An attempt has been made to derive a Fourierseries expansion for the H-function of two variables recently defined 
hy Verma. This s'eries is anahgous to that of other special functions such as the MaoRobert's E-function, Meijer's 
Q-functionandFox's H-function of single variable as given by MacRobert, Kesarwani, Parihar, Parasher, 
Kapoor & Gupta. In the end an integral has been evaluated by making use of this result. 
MwFbbertl, Kesarwania, ParihaS established the Fourier series for the E- pnd G- function and 
in the recent paper Parashar4, Kapoor & Guptas has proved Fourier series for Fox's H-function of silsgle 
variable. However the Pourier series expansion for H-function of two variables has not been derived 
so far. 
The following Fourier series expansion is proposed to be established : 
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Fox's H-function of two vafiables recently introduced by Verma6 which is an extension of G-funotion 
of two variables defined by Agarwa17. .This H-function oftiibo variables docs not only includes Fox's H-fum- 
tion and the Meijer's G-function of single variables as part,icular c&es but also most of specid functions 
of two variables, e.g., Appell's functions, the Whittaker function of two variables etc. 
\ 
Thus Fox's H-function of two v$riables due to Verma6 will be defined as follows : 
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lie to the left of imaginary axis. 
The integral (2) mnverges if - 
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w e  shall give balow some results left and use them later on. Askeys give wikh h = 1- 
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Prmf ofepatwlz (I) : On expressing the H-function of two vmiables as Nellin-Bwaes O pe of double 
integral in L.H.S. of (1) and changing the order of sutnmation and integration as peridissib e by absolute 
convergence for stated conditions in (I), the series becomes 
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Using the result (3) and (61, we have 
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Now substituting the value of Pk (COB 6 )  'from ( 6 )  and then using the result (6), we get 
by definitiod of H-function of two variables (2), we gat R.H.S. of (I), which completes the proof. . 
We shall derive here other Pokier series by applying the property of the H-function or by spda1.z- 
ing the psrabreters. / \ 
(i) The following Fourier series for H-functi0n.i~ mived by using the result (7) : 
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following result for Meijer G-function of two variables : 
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From (I), we can easily deduce the following integral : 
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